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1. Introduction. Nagel [4] proved in 1922 that there exist
infinitely many imaginary quadratic number fields with the class
numbers divisible by a given natural number. Yamamoto [6] obtained
a stronger result for quadratic fields and showed that the same holds
also or real quadratic case. On the other hand, Nagel’s theorem was
extended by Azuhata and Ichimura [1], who constructed, or m, n (1)
and r (lr<:m/2), infinitely many number fields of degree m with
just r imaginary prime spots whose ideal class group contains a sub-
group isomorphic to (Z/nZ)TM. This remarkable result implies the
existence of infinitely many number fields of any given degree greater
than 1 with the class numbers divisible by any given natural number,
but says nothing for totally real number fields.

In this note we extend Yamamoto’s theorem to higher degrees.
We shall namely show the ollowing

Theorem 1. For any natural numbers m, n greater than 1 and
non negative rational integers rl, r. such that rl/2r2=m, there exist
infinitely many number fields o.f degree m with lust rl real (i.e. r2
imaginary) prime spots whose ideal class group contains a subgroup
isomorphic to (Z/nZ)r+l.

Corollary. For any natural numbers m, n greater than 1, there
exist infinitely many totally real number fields o.f degree m with the
class numbers divisible by n.

We will now give a brie outline of the proof o the theorem. The
details will appear elsewhere.
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2. Notations. We fix, throughout this note, natural numbers
m, n greater than 1 and non negative rational integers rl, r satisfying

r/2r2-m. Let L be the set o all prime actors of n and put

no= ]-[ l.
For a field k, k denotes its multiplicative group and W denotes

the gr.oup of roots o unity contained in k. Note that, if is prime,

then k/]c and k/Wk are both vector spaces over the prime field
of characteristic 1.
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Let m0 be the least common multiple o the order o W for all
number fields k of degree m.

For a natural number and a prime p satisfying p----1 (mod ),
( /p) denotes the r-th power residue symbol modulo p, that is,

(x/p)=x-/ mod p e (Z/pZ),
for a rational integer x prime to p. Moreover, for a prime ideal p of
a number field k of finite degree satisfying Np----1 (mod ,) (where Np
is the absolute norm of p), let

(x/p)=x- mod p e (o/p),
where o is the ring of integers of k and x is an integer of k prime to p.

:}. We start with the following lemma which is contained in the
proof of the key lemma in Azuhata and Ichimura [1].

Lemma 1. Let K be a number field of finite degree, r be the free-
rank of the unit group of K and suppose there exist al,..., as e K
(s r) satisfying the following conditions:

( i ) (a)-=a. for some ideal of K (1 _i_s),
(ii) al, ...,as are independent in K/WKK for any e L.

Then the ideal class group of K contains a subgroup isomorphic to
(Z/nZ)-.

Proof. Let e L, c be the ideal class of K containing a?/ (l_i_s)
and H be the subgroup of the ideal class group of K generated by
c,,...,c. As in the proof of the key lemma in [1], we see that H
contains an elementary/-abelian group with rank s-r. Q.E.D.

The next lemma is useCul or finding s elements a in Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Let f(X) e Z[X] be a monic irreducible polynomial of

degree m, 0 be a root of f(X), K=Q(0) and suppose there exist primes
pl, ...,ps-----1 (mod homo) and A1, ...,As, CI, ..., Cs e Z such that

(i) f(A)=+_C (l_is),
(ii) (f’(A), C)=I (l_i_s),
(iii) f(0)---0, f’(0)0 (mod p) (l_i_s),
(iv) (A/p)t=l, (A/p)t#l (l]i_s, e L).

Then the s elements a=O-A (l_i_s) satisfy the conditions (i), (ii)
of Lemma 1. Therefore, if sr, the ideal class group of K contains
a subgroup isomorphic to (Z/nZ)s-r.

Proof. By (i), we may find the polynomial g(X)e Z[X] so that
f(X)=(X-A)g(X)+_C i.e. (0-A)g(t?)=_+_C. (l_i_s).

It follows from (ii) that t-A and g(t) are relatively prime. There-
fore (O--A) is the n-th power of some ideal o K. Next, as 0 is not a
multiple root of f(X)mod p e (Z/pZ)[X] by (iii), p=(O, p) is a prime
ideal of K of degree 1 and thus there is the canonical isomorphism

o/p_Z/pZ (l_i_s),
where o denotes the ring of integers of K. Since p-----1 (mod mono),
we find
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(/p)=l (l e L, e W, l<_i<_s).
From these facts and the condition (iv), we can show that t--A,,...,
t-A are independent in K/WK.

4. In the above two lemmas, suppose K has degree m and r, real
(i.e. r. imaginary) prime spots. To prove Theorem 1, we should like
to. have s-r--r+l, i.e. s-m, since r=r,+r-I and m=r,+2r. If
we can find m elements c satisfying the conditions in Lemma 1,
Theorem 1 will be proved.

If we try to use irreducible polynomials of the form
( ) f(X)= 1-[ =’ (X--A,)+C" A,, C e Z
after Ishida [3], Azuhata and Ichimura [1], [2], and the field K=Q(8),
0 being a ro.ot of f(X), we do have f(A,)---C (0<i<m-1), but the m
elements t--A0, ...,t?--A_, are not independent in K/W:K for
e L. So, we consider an additional condition"

f(B)=D for some B, D e Z.
From Lemmas I and 2, we can deduce the following lemma. In fact,
c,=O-A,, ..., _,=O-A_,, c=O--B will satisfy the conditions (i),
(ii) of Lemma 1.

Lemma 3. Let p,,..., p_,, q be primes congruent to 1 modulo
mono, Ao, ., A_,, B, C, D e Z and f(X) be as given by (.). If they
satisfy the following conditions (1)-(9), then K=Q(t)(f(t)=0) is a

number field of degree m with lust r, real prime spots whose ideal
class group contains a subgroup isomorphic to (Z/nZY+’.

(1) 1-[7 (B--A)=D-C.
(2) (A--A, C)=1 (O<_]<i<_m-1).
(3) (=’ 0#- (B-- n#), D)=1.

(4) l-](-A)-{-C--0 (modp...p_,q).
(5) (jo ]-Io- A#, p. p_q)--1.

(6) (A#/p)=l, (A/p):#l (l]<i_m--1, e L).
(7) (A# / q)t 1, (B/ q) :/= 1 (1

_
]

_
m 1, e L).

(8) f(X) is irreducible.
(9) f(X) has just r real roots.
5. To prove Theorem 1, it suffices to find primes p,..., p_,, q

congruent to 1 modulo mono and A0, ., A_, B, C, D e Z satisfying
(1)-(9). This is done by a method largely following Yamamoto [6].
The condition (1) plays the same role as the Diophantine equation

X_4Z =Xn--4Z’
in [6]. As in [6] we use a parametric solution of the equation (1),
and represent A,, B, C and D by several parameters. We show that
parameters can be so determined that the conditions (2)-(9) are
satisfied.

6. We can use the above techniques to prove the following
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theorem on the 2-rank of the ideal class groups of number fields of
odd degree, which gives a better estimation than Ishida [3] or
Ichimura [2].

Theorem 2. For an odd natural number m greater than 1 and
no.n-negative rational integers r, r such that r+2r--m, there exist
infinitely many number fields of degree m with lust r real (i.e. r
imaginary) prime spots whose ideal class group contains an elementary
2-abelian group with rank 2r+(r,+l)/2.

Proof. We give the outline of the proof. We consider the con-
ditions (1)-(9) for the case n=2. We can find p, q,A, B, C and D
satisfying (1)-(9) together with the additional condition:

(10) Ao...-A_-B=---O (rood4).
Let t be a root of f(X) and K=Q(t). As in [2], we can show that

K(/B, JAl-t, ., /n_l-)
contains an unramified abelian extension of K with the Galois group
isomorphic to an elementary 2-abelian group with rank2r.+(r+l)/2.
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